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Here at Golden Moments, we believe in nothing but excellence. From our stunning good looks 
to how delicious our products are, we obviously do not settle for second best. Founded in 

2017, Golden Moments successfully created a brand so credible and relevant, consumers now 
look at Durians in a different light. A Durian revolution some may call it. Our motto is to please, 

deliver, satisfy and serve. We will not stop till you are satisfied because you deserve only the 
best. You deserve Gold.

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

The Golden QQ

100% Mao Shan Wang wrapped in a chewy skin and sprinkled in 24K Gold Dust, we created a 
product that is not just tasty, but sexy too. Impress anyone with a sweet tooth and a knack 

for class. 

 

The Galaxy Cake

Golden Moments signature cake consists layers of cheese mousse, premium Mao Shang Wang 
Durian, Coconut sponge and crunch. Not your typical combination but yet, the flavours fuse 

seamlessly. Not only is our Galaxy Cake aesthetically pleasing, classy and fabulous, it is extremely 
tasty too!

 

Snowskin Mao Shan Wang Mooncake

Our Snowskin Mao Shan Wang Mooncakes are made with the purest of luscious Mao Shan 
Wang Durian, enrobed in silken Bamboo Charcoal Snowskin, sprinkled with 24k Gold Dust and 

served with class and sophistication. Taste our imaginative interpretation of a Singaporean 
Delicacy - The Durian Delicacy, and let your senses discover exquisite flavours.

 

24k Mao Shan Wang Ice Cream

Boldly infused with bamboo charcoal and 24k gold leaves, our ice cream will leave you wanting 
more. They say its irresistible and we agree. Just when you think Ice Creams cant get any sexier, 

we topped it. 

 

Durian fruitlet

No nonsense and straight up the best Durians your taste buds will ever experience. We travel 
across borders to find the best Durians for you. Our durians are not only the best, they are 

carefully selected with love and sincerity. It seriously can't get any better than this. 
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